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Abstract—This paper discusses a new online tool for online
gamers to share networking performance results and to produce
aggregate networking performance reports generated from the
data reported by all users. It is necessary to improve the quality
of service and make online games faster. This will help improve
latency sensitive game data collection. It will help to improve
gaming performance through the global network of servers,
optimizing the game connection from end to end.

A Web API was developed to receive data in the form of
a HTTP post from WTFast clients while they are playing their
games. A data generator was also built to simulate thousands
of concurrent users posting data to the web API. The web API
stores the data in a Elasticsearch database. A web interface was
built for WTFast clients to view their historical network data
and to share it on forums or social media. The web interface
shows a graph of their network performance with and without
using the GPN R©. The complete system is anticipated to need to
handle approximately 400,000 concurrent users sending network
data every 2 seconds.

I. INTRODUCTION

The current “WTFast’s Gaming Private Network R©

(GPN R©)” [1] online tool “gathers data about the internet
connection, such as the latency, route and the amount of data
sent/received” [2], but gamers still can’t see the comparison of
the regular internet connection vs of the improved connection
by the GPN R©. Moreover, it would be nice for gamers and for
the WTFast system administrators to see the historical infor-
mation of the connection to improve the provided services.

Users should be able “to view statistical information about
their network connections with and without using the WTFast’s
GPN R©. It includes the collection and analysis of network
data (pings, latency) and visualization of the analyzed data
to provide meaningful information to the user, and allow
the user to share his/her network statistics on forums and
other social media. The WTFast’s GPN R© is a virtual private
network that is configured specifically for gamers to provide an
optimized online gaming experience. The data is collected by
the WTFast’s client software and sent to a back-end database
through a web API. The data is analyzed and presented to the
client via a web interface” [2].

Our research contributions are:

a) A new online tool for the online gamers, clients of the
WTFast to share networking performance results and

to produce aggregate networking performance reports
generated from the data reported by the gamers.

b) A new data generator for the online tool and for the
Elasticsearch database testing.

c) A proof of a concept for the networking metadata
collection of the online gamers.

II. RELATED WORKS

The “large-scale network simulation is an important tech-
nique for studying the dynamic behaviour of networks, net-
work protocols, and an emerging class of distributed appli-
cations, including Peer-to-Peer and Grid applications” [3].
The original GPN R© infrastructure prototype, which was built
in 2014 for initial tests we discussed in [4]. GPN R© makes
online games faster by increasing game speed, reducing game
disconnections, deviations and lag caused by spikes in packet
traffic [2].

A “video game network, which is a distributed set of
apparatuses which are capable of exhibiting an interactive
single identity game. Response times and network latencies
are very important video game parameters, which can be a
reasons for gamers frustration and dissatisfaction, especially
in the multi-user environment” [5].

“The online service’s computers themselves introduce la-
tencies, which are bigger with the larger number of active
gamers” [6].

Zhou et al. discovered that “latencies and delays are
important in First-Person Shooter (FPS) games and it can
give advantages to a gamer with less delays. The time the
information reaches the server that matters, not the time the
player actually pushes the button” [7].

“The latency in Internet is stronger for the First-person
perspective online video games” [8]. Faerber shows, that “the
client’s traffic has almost constant packet and data rate in
different First-person games” [9].

Lee investigated “the StarCraft II game and found network
problems related to delays, jitters and packet losses” [10].

Claypool et al. (2012) investigated traffic, generated by a
thin client of OnLive games as well as traffic characteristics
such as the bitrates, inter-packet times and packet sizes’ [11].

Zander et al. found that “gamers with more delays due
to either a longer distance to servers, connection problems,
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or congestions have disadvantages to compare with the other
gamers. The authors used bots instead of gamers to evaluate
eliminating delay differences between players” [12].

“A traffic generation tool OpenAirInterface Traffic Gen-
erator (OTG), which can be used for online gaming testing
and evaluation, as well as for modelling and simulation” was
described in [13].

III. SYSTEM DESIGN

At the start of our project we gathered requirements for
our system, decided what technologies we were going to use,
and what features our software would have. The architecture
we decided on consists of a data generator built on Java, web
API built on C# .NET MVC, and Elasticsearch as our backend
database. The web API allows the data generator (or WTFast
client) to post data to our back-end Elasticsearch database and
also hosts a website for viewing and sharing summaries of
their data.

Fig. 1 shows a layered view of the system. Users interact
with the system via web browser for viewing their data. The
browser interprets the JavaScript, HTML and CSS that comes
from our C# .NET MVC middleware. We use a web framework
named Bootstrap to display our webpage in a nice, responsive
way, and the D3.js library for graphing the network data. Our
middleware is written using C# .NET MVC, which runs on
our Nginx web server. Because .NET applications are ment
to run on Windows, to run them on CentOS 7 we had to run
the application on Mono, which is a framework that allows
.NET applications to run on Linux. We used FastCGI to host
the application on top of Nginx. We used Elasticsearch as our
database. Elasticsearch is a NoSQL database, we chose to use
it because it is good at handling the large amount of data we
need to store, and it scales well so we could add more database
instances easily to increase redundancy and performance of the
system.

A. Overview of the database data

Fig. 2 shows a Kibana dashboard that an administrator
could use to assess the state of the GPN R©. The graph at the top
of Fig. 2 shows the average pings sent to the database over the
last five minutes. The User count graph (bottom left) shows the
number of users for the top 5 games. The Data count (bottom
middle) shows the amount of entries for the top 5 games. The
count metrics (bottom right) show the total number of entries
in the database, the total number of unique user ids, the total
number of unique games and the total unique sessions. The Pie
chart illustrates the count of data for the top 5 games. These
are just a few of many metrics that would be useful to WTFast.

B. The web API of the system

The web API is a web application built on C# .NET MVC.
It has 3 main functions, hosting a website where end users can
view their sessions, and providing interfaces for posting data
to the database, and retrieving data from the database, and
handling the upload and retrieval of images generated by the
web interface. The application works as a piece of middleware
so that the user never has direct contact with the database,
which would be a security risk.

Fig. 1. System Architecture

IV. DEVELOPMENT

We developed a data generator for testing our system. The
generator is small Java application that generates data to test
the web API and to populate our database. We made the
data generator to simulate many users concurrently using the
system. We used this generator for load testing the system to
detect performance issues and insure that the system is capable
of handling the loads that it would see in the real environment.

The Generator class diagram can be seen in Fig. 6. The
GUI class provides a user interface that the user can use to
configure and run the generator. When the generator is run the
controller class creates a list of sender Threads. The sender
Threads use the generator class to generate data to be sent to
the web API via an HTTP request.

A. User’s Interface

A prototype of the web interface can be seen in Fig. 3
and Fig. 4. The interface is very simple. When the use logs in
to his/her account the user sees 2 dropdown menus. The first
dropdown menu is a list of the games that the user has played.
The second is a list of all of the sessions of the selected game.
The session id that the user will see will be the start time of the
session, though that has not been implemented yet. The most
recent session is displayed by default when the user logs in.
The graph of the session shows the ping time throughout the
whole session for both the Internet (Red) and using the GPN R©

(Yellow). This shows the decrease in ping time as well as the
frequency of ping spikes when using the GPN R©. Below the
graph there is some aggregate information that describes the
session including highest and lowest ping, and the number of
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Fig. 2. The average of all pings sent to the database within the last five minutes

Fig. 3. Web Client Interface

ping spikes as well as a percentage improvement when using
the GPN R©.

The last feature of the web interface is the ”Upload your
Speed” button. Clicking this button will generate an image
similar to what is shown in Fig. 5 and will upload the image
to the server. In a pop up window users will be shown the
image, and be given the URL of the image so that they can

embed it in forums or share it on social media.

Using the Bootstrap framework allowed us to make a
responsive design that would work on many different screen
resolutions including mobile phones as seen in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. Web Client Interface (Mobile Version)

Fig. 5. A badge with summary of the connection data

V. SECURITY

There are some security concerns when handling user
data. The end users of the system should only have access
to their own data, all other data should be secured and not
be vulnerable to common attacks such as SQL of JavaScript
injection. Due to the scope of our project we did not implement
an authentication system. Because this system was designed to
be integrated into an existing system at a later date, an authen-
tication system would complicate that process. In the complete
system authentication would ensure that an authenticated user
could only view his/her data.

A non-functional requirement for the system was that
all network communication should be secured using Secure
Socket Layer (SSL). This includes both the communication
between the Web Client and the web API, as well as between
the web API and the database. We secured the database by
using a reverse proxy through our Nginx web server [14] and
enabling SSL and basic authentication.

VI. FUTURE WORK

This project has been passed on to a research team at
Okanagan College for further research and development. Our
project will be used as a prototype and will be rewritten using
Python and Go programming languages. After being rewritten
the research team will integrate it with WTFast’s rich client
to start gathering data from real users. They will analyze this
data and look for patterns that could help improve the quality
of service of the GPN R©.

The future research will include the online tool prototype
migration into production environment, security testing, and
performance optimization. The collected data will be used for
better service to the end users.

Another future research topic is related to the collected
metadata analyzes and creating infographics to assess the
vulnerabilities and network performance degradation during
time, to predict traffic spikes or other performance degradation
artefacts.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have created a system for collecting network data from
thousands of clients all around the world. This system consists
of a web API, an Elasticsearch database, a web interface for
viewing data, and a data generator for testing the system. The
data collected by this system will be used by WTFast’s clients
to view the network performance boost that WTFast gives
them, as well as by developers at WTFast to help them improve
their services.

In this research paper we discussed a new online tool for
gamer network performance analysis. The developed online
tool allows monitoring of client network performance meta-
data. A data generator was developed for the online tool and
Elasticsearch database testing. This allows us to simulate a
large data transmissions to the Elasticsearch database.
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Fig. 6. Generator Class Diagram
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